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Who 
Man 
 
When 

Today 
 
Where 
Here 
America 
Which somehow looks like  
A theatre 
 
What It Looks Like 
A music stand 
 
He wears a white t-shirt and dark pants 
This will be the uniform for Part 2 of the Orange Terror Cycle 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For Alejo 

 
-kb 
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   “Bitch you thought” 
 
   The Internet 
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   Before the show 
   Quiet 
   Darkness 
 
   *** 
 
  MAN 
Last night in the middle of having sex 
The amber alert went off 
 
   And there is Man 
   At his music stand 
   In the theatre 
   Where we’ve been meeting for all this time 
 
This is the Orange Terror Cycle Part 2 
Chapter 21 
 
This was supposed to be a turning point 
Or rather a month ago it was supposed to be a turning point 
Supposed to have felt at least 
Felt like a turning point 
And does it feel like a turning point I don’t know 
A month ago I was here hoping for a turning point 
Eating pizza for a turning point 
Downing beers like it was my fucking job for a turning point 
Praying for a turning point 
Giving dramaturgical continuity for a turning point 
Getting fucking enraged for a turning point 
Cheering when the House swung blue for a turning point 
Riding the subway home with a slight drunken smile on my face for a turning point 
Waking up the next morning to see if last night really was worth it for a turning point 
Not talking about the pizza and the drinking for a turning point 
More like the celebrating and cheering for the House going blue for a turning point 
Following new young Senators on Instagram watching them adjust to the new life 
Keeping my fingers crossed for recounted gubernatorial races in states not my own 
Listening to podcasts explaining to me exactly what was happening because 
I famously don’t really understand politics after a certain  
After the jargon accumulates past a particular point of no return 
My brain shuts down and I have to listen to someone explain it to me so I can eviscerate 
Strangers on the internet using language fed to me by these podcasts in my moments  
Of hunger for a better grasp of the world around me but and maybe this is a shocker 
I would like to understand things on human terms not encyclopedic terms please thanks  
All of that following fingers crossed podcasts for a turning point 
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And then he tear-gassed the children 
 
The holidays are a hard time of the year for me 
I guess I should catch you up on where I’ve been for the last month 
Where I’ve been 
Not hiding  
But I guess where I’ve been hiding 
I had a dope as all hell run of a play of mine last month 
And while we were in rehearsal for that play I didn’t run a single time 
The first time I ran after the play the first time I worked out in weeks maybe 
I ran on one of those days those gorgeous fall days where it’s like 
Yes it’s so warm and nice my skin is free I don’t need a sweatshirt to survive this run 
When the sun is up but as soon as the sun dips below a certain celestial standpoint 
Boom nipples are rock hard and the cold air is like a knife in and out in and out  
Of your lungs which are suddenly struggling to keep you moving forward 
And you get home and you can’t even laugh because the cold air has your insides 
So deeply fucked up and you worry you’ll never be able to laugh again 
It’s how I felt in high school every time we had to run the mile  
Painful laughter for a week all for ten to thirteen minutes of physical exertion  
Back then of course now I run famously a 7 minute 32 second mile  
So I went on one of those runs where it’s warm at the start and then by mile eight 
You’re like Elsa on the top of her mountain  
Frozen that’s a Frozen reference I told myself now that I’m twenty six 
I made myself three promises 
I said I would get two tattoos in the next year 
I said I would learn to save money with greater success 
And I said I would never reference a Pixar movie onstage  
26 is going great you guys 
And I got home from the run which was incidentally my first run after the midterms 
And I thought to myself  
Shit not even a warning really 
No smooth slow transition 
Now it’s indoor running season and I haven’t had the time to mentally prepare  
This is my Battle of Saratoga 
This is the turning point of my body’s American Revolution 
And so all of a sudden I had to relearn to run on a treadmill after 6 months 
It’s not fucking easy 
How is it possible that I went running for 90 minutes nonstop on the street 
To having to press pause on the treadmill ten minutes in to a thirty minute run 
I don’t like having a rhythm provided for me 
Famously this twink yes twink I am a twink loud and proud  
Marches to the beat of his own rave music in some slutty gay club 
So it’s like shocking to me a real fucking challenge that my body is like 
Bitch just when you thought 
 
The holidays are a hard time of the year for me 
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Because going off that last point it’s like  
Hard  
Or rather  
Harder for me to walk the one single solitary block to the gym to get on the treadmill  
And run in one spot for half an hour  
Than it is for me to get out of bed and run as far away as my body will take me 
From my bed and then turn around at that point and keep running back  
It’s also hard because there’s a difference between like  
Those lazy hazy days of summer where you’re like sitting in a wicker chair somewhere 
Like eating a Waldorf salad at six at night while the sun still blazes down 
And those lethargic evenings in winter where the heat is on so high  
In your blazing apartment the thermostat mismanaged by your super  
Where you shove fusilli Bolognese you made in a hurry down your gullet 
Like you’re on death row and the sun’s gone down 
It’s easier to brush off going for a run in the summer skip a run 
Because it’s like I’m being good to my body  
I’m only drinking vodka and I’m eating this Waldorf salad I’m so skinny 
Than it is to brush off walking the one single solitary block to the gym 
Because if you skip a winter run you won’t be able to hunch over your 
Kitchen counter mouth wide lungs powerfully sucking in like a Dyson vacuum 
Swallowing a full box of fusilli like it’s my precious 
Because if you skip a winter run you begin to fall by the wayside more and more 
And the beer and the red wine and the warm winter weather comfort food 
Begin to build up and then you have to take family pictures around the tree 
On Christmas Eve and you see these pictures of yourself and you’re like 
Bitch just when you thought you were skinny 
 
The holidays are a hard time of the year for me 
Because famously I probably have a drinking problem or will develop one 
Or have one that I’m managing sometimes poorly sometimes well 
And there are a lot of late nights like last night I was up until three-thirty with my  
Roommates and we were killing brain cells with the first of what’s sure to be many 
Marathons of god awful Netflix Christmas movies which are great yes but then 
One of my roommates is like who wants tequila  
The other is like I’m gonna go on a beer run you want a 6 pack of the winter Blue Moon 
And I’m like I’m good with my bourbon but also me to both yes 
Late nights at home drinking with roommates and watching Christmas movies 
Late early evening happy hours where six o’clock quickly feels like nine after 
A few margaritas and a plate of nachos and you stumble home to bed and watch Moana 
Fuck 
Holiday parties the holiday parties my god 
The ugly sweaters and the drunk coworkers who after a few cocktails say 
I realized just now  
Just now after more than a year working with some of these people 
I realized just now that I don’t really know anything about you 
So you do a few more shots with them and don’t end up learning a thing 
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But you laugh and my god the next morning the hangover  
And it’s like 
Bitch you thought you were going to make a genuine human connection  
With someone you’ve been orbiting in the office with water cooler pleasantries  
For the last 18 months 
And with all the holiday parties it’s like 
Bitch you thought you were earnestly going to make it through the holiday season 
Drinking less than you do the rest of the year 
Bitch you thought this early winter you’d like beer less than you remembered 
I fucking love beer any beer all beer most beer  
 
The holidays are a hard time of the year for me 
Dealing with extended family members asking me why I don’t just send in  
A fucking letter of interest to Saturday Night fucking Live as if that’s a viable option  
And a realistic career I realistically want to have  
You’re so funny Kev but your plays they’re dark they’re just a little 
You’re a fireball you should be writing funny stuff 
Might I remind you those of you familiar with my work  
They don’t engage with my work beyond occasionally liking a production photo on Insta 
Too queer for them for the most part 
The holidays are a hard time of the year for me because it’s like  
I thought I was settling into a comfortable routine creatively and financially 
And then one withering comment from my favorite aunt has me questioning everything 
And it’s like fuck fuck fuck bitch you thought 
 
I’ve spent the better part of the last three days decorating my apartment for the holidays 
I’ve been off since Friday with just two short shifts and I’m off again tomorrow  
So I decided I would decorate the apartment  
And famously I am too much so the apartment looks like a low-budget Rolf’s German 
And I think that that maybe made the holidays a little bit easier 
Until I checked my package tracking for a book I ordered last week this morning 
And bitch just when you thought this was gonna be another one of my rants about how  
Christmas is coming and the goose is getting fat  
No bitch no 
 
I decided to check my tracking on this book two books 
One about an exonerated prisoner’s ruinous marriage 
And the other about a psychopath in a blizzard 
Which yes if you’re wondering is the title of the February installation of this project 
I decided to check the tracking and  
Bitch just when you thought you’re gonna get two fresh new books tomorrow 
The Post Office is shutting down for tomorrow’s federal holiday 
In honor of the 41st President’s funeral  
The 45th President wasn’t even invited to attend 
But in a moment of grace or armtwisting from some sonuvabitch on his staff 
He designated tomorrow a federal holiday in honor of a guy who wasn’t even that great 
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Like at all like imagine having part of your legacy being that you raised  
The war criminal who started the Iraq War and pronounces nuclear nucular 
Not to bring Woody Allen into the room here but to quote Mia Farrow here I have to 
In Crimes and Misdemeanors she says she could never fall for a man who says nucular 
So like Laura must have been getting that good good rod  
From 43 if she was able to get over nucular 
And I just think it’s ironic that 41 died on World AIDS Day because like 
LOL he let thousands and thousands of gay men die  
But like LOL I bet he’d be thrilled to know that when he died 
Mailmen would get to take a breather and put their feet up for an afternoon 
Like neither snow nor rain nor heat nor gloom of night and all that 
But hey if a warlock who effectively killed thousands of gay men with his silence croaks 
Relax and stay yourself from the effective completion of your appointed rounds 
It’s just like I thought with the midterms and all of that 
We’d reached a turning point where  
We wouldn’t let bad men die with a semblance of a decent legacy 
Bitch just when you thought 
Then your liberal eighth grade teacher and your cool butch dyke friend alike 
Are both posting about what a great man he was whether or not they agreed  
With his politics or his sitting idly by while the AIDS Crisis ravaged coastal gayborhoods 
Bitch just when you thought you’d get your fucking Oprah’s Book Club picks  
 
A director whose work I’m fucking obsessed with last night 
Last night on Facebook he posted something along the lines of 
Just fucking resign already or like fucking resign you pussy 
And so I Googled the president’s name and in the results were seven possible reasons 
This director could have been posting that status 
My face when 
That feeling when 
You 
 
Okay while I was writing this I was listening to Christmas music on Spotify 
And an ad came up for D-Cappella a Disney-based a cappella show 
Which besides sounding like the corporeal manifestation of the worst of my nightmares 
Is also a sign that that the fucking Russians or whoever are listening to me  
Watching me type listening to my thoughts here about Moana and Frozen and Coco 
I wasn’t a conspiracy theorist before this moment 
Though I was and remain unhinged 
 
This was supposed to be a turning point 
Or rather a month ago it was supposed to be a turning point 
Supposed to have felt at least 
Felt like a turning point 
And does it feel like a turning point I don’t know 
Are we in a holding pattern for a turning point 
Are we circling the airport until the weather clears up 
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Or until a situation on the runway is handled and we’re able to land 
And do we have enough jet fuel to stay aloft until then 
And when we do land in say January when the new Congress is sworn in 
Is this our nation’s new Battle of Saratoga 
How do we fight 
How do we win 
How do we move forward 
 
Right after the holidays it’s always hard for me 
That moment where you analyze the last year of your life 
And look forward to the next 
And set goals however unrealistic they may be 
And wonder 
What next  
Where to go from here 
 
   The lights snap out 
 
   End of Play 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


